The role of plasma effects in the erniscould be signifiantly improved if the hysion of atomic systems was dealt with in drogen a,tom8 are assumed to be in a plasa number of papers /I -6/. Part of this ma with the mrofrequency type of wave work was devoted to the investigation of turbulence (whistlers). As a rule, the spectral line broadening during collisions whistler turbulence is anisotropic -let of an atom with charged particles /I -2/, a be the solid angle in which the whis- Unfortunately, the criteria. for the appearance of the inverted population turned out to be very strict to apply to real conditions of the interstellar medium.
In this paper it is shown that the possibility of producing inverted population netic temperature of gas or the electron temperature.
The interaction of spins of atoms, Ly- A conventional explication is that in dense clouds, gas compression is followed by a respective increase in magnetic field. However, it is not excluded tha,t maser enhancement of emission due to whistler turbulence is here the case, then the magnetic field strengths thus found are overestimated.
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